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Preamble 
OVNI Night Vision manufactures night vision systems mainly for scientific use (space
agencies, professional observatories, space domain awareness, amateur astronomy...).

OVNI Night Vision has authorizations and export permits to ship to the following
countries : European Union, United Kingdom, Switzerland, Norway, United States of
America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Japan. 

For specific projects, for other uses or for shipping to countries other than those listed
above, please inform us before ordering.

® OVNI Night Vision is a Registered trademark.
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Specifications  1.
Tube Military Grade GEN3 Thin-Film White Phosphor P45

Focal OVNI-M  26mm 
Field of view  40° 

Barrel 1.25"  (2" in option)
Front lens  26mm F1.2 

Weight  240g 
Overall dimensions  (ex. eyecup) 106x62x42cm 

Battery  CR123 lithium 



2. Basic assembly   

Barrel 1.25" with thread for
filters

Dioptric focusing wheel

Silver ring C/CS mount
(c-mount) standard thread (1/4 UNC) on each side

Dust cap

Manual gain control. Short or
long press to increase or

decrease the gain.

Button to turn ON the OVNI-M. Press then turn to " ON " or to " IR
"The mode " IR " (Infrared) is for terrestrial use only in a place with

very little ambient light.
Battery compartment. Turn to open / close

Eyecup



3. Prime focus

By inserting the 1.25" barrel of the OVNI-M
into the focuser of a refractor telescope

By inserting the 1.25" barrel of the OVNI-M
into the focuser of a reflector telescope

Thanks to its 1.25" barrel, the OVNI-M can be used with all refractor/reflector
telescopes, from the smallest to the largest. Its focal length is 26mm.



4. Afocal

OVNI-M with its front
lens

Universal Afocal
Adapter

Eyepiece

Requires the Universal Afocal Adapter accessory.
Remove the 1.25" barrel, remove the silver c-mount ring

and screw on the front lens.

The use in afocal of the OVNI-M will change the focal ratio of the
telescope. It is calculated as follows : 

Focal ratio (F/) in afocal = Focal length of the OVNI-M front lens /
(Focal length of the eyepiece / Focal ratio of the telescope)

Example with OVNI-M 26mm, 55mm eyepiece and F/4 telescope:
26/(55/4)=F/1,89



5. Hand-held   

Diopter adjustment
knob

Focusing by turning
the front lens

The front lens 26mm F1.2) allows a x1 magnification with the eyepiece of the OVNI-M.
It is possible to replace the front lens by a camera lens that will be fixed on the silver ring C/CS.
For example a 78mm camera lens allows a magnification of 3 times (78/26). 
Focusing is done by turning the rotating part of the front lens and the diopter wheel. 



6. Accessory (Universal Afocal Adapter) 

OVNI-M top / bottom adjustment

Right / left adjustment of the OVNI-M

Eyepiece clamping knob

OVNI-M tilt wheel

This accessory fits with the vast majority of
1.25" and 2" eyepieces and allows the OVNI-
M to be positioned on a traditional
eyepiece. The magnification then depends
on the traditional ocular.

The Tele Vue 55mm eyepiece is particularly recommended.
It also converts to 67mm with a specific adapter.



7. Accessory (Smartphone Holder) 
Although the OVNI-M is dedicated to visual observation, this adapter allows you to place a
smartphone on the OVNI-M to take photos/videos.
To use it, remove the lens and place the 3 notches of the adapter on the lens mounting rail
(located on the diopter adjustment wheel of the OVNI-M) and tighten.
Compatible with most smartphones.



8. Accessory (Filter Adapter) 

Filter
Silicone piece for clipping the filter adapter to

the front lens

Filter adapter for 1.25"
filter to screw on the 2"

ring

Filter adapter for 2" filter to screw under the 1.25" ring

Filter 1.25" or 2"

This accessory allows you to position a 1.25" or 2"
filter on the front lens for handheld use. Perfect for

observing large nebulae such as the Barnard's Loop...



9. Accessory (Filters)    

ANTLIA H-Alpha Filter 3.5nm
1.25" & 2"

OVNI H-Alpha Filter 7nm 1.25"

The observation of nebulae requires the use of
H-alpha filters with a bandwidth preferably

between 3 and 12nm.



11. Example of a datasheet



11. Read a datasheet    

Photocathode sensitivity is a measure of the quality with which the intensifier tube converts light into an electronic signal that can be amplified.
The units of sensitivity of the photocathode are micro-amps/light (μA/lm). This specifies the number of electrons released by the photocathode (PC). A
lumen is a scientific unit that measures light at wavelengths that the human eye sees (from violet to red). The sensitivity of photocathodes is
measured using a light source whose color spectrum is similar to that of a theoretical blackbody operating at 2,856°K (2,856 degrees Kelvin). This
light source was chosen because it has a color spectrum similar to the color of a night sky illuminated only by stars. 
 
Radiant Sensitivity at 830 nm In mA/W(Milliamps per Watt is a measure of the electric current (mA) produced by a photocathode when
exposed to a specified wavelength of light at a given radiant power (watt).
 
Crome inspection A thin layer of chromium (conductive material) is deposited, ensuring electrical contact between the photocathode and the night
vision system.
 
Luminance Gain at 10 -6 fcd and Luminance Gain at 10 -4 fcd are the number of times a night vision device amplifies the light input. It is usually
measured as tube gain and system gain. The tube gain is measured as the light output (in fL) divided by the light input (in fc). This figure is usually
expressed in values of tens of thousands. If the tube gain is pushed too high, the tube will be "noisier" and the signal-to-noise ratio may decrease.
The best tubes operate at gains between 50,000 and 70,000. In any night vision system, the tube gain is reduced by the lenses of the system and is
affected by the quality of the optics or any filters.

Each OVNI-M is delivered with a control report of the measurements of the intensifier tube.
Each tube is manufactured according to our own performance criterias, perfectly optimized for astronomy.



Current Consumption of the tube in mA

EBI ( Equivalent Background illumintation) is the amount of visible light when an intensifier tube is turned on but no light is present on the
photocathode. EBI is affected by temperature; the warmer the night vision device, the brighter the background illumination. EBI is measured in
lumens per square centimeter (lm/cm2). The lower the value, the better. The EBI level determines the lowest level of brightness at which an image
can be detected. Below this brightness level, objects will be masked by the EBI. OVNI Night Vision guarantees an EBI less than or equal to 0.8.

Image Quality Tube Each tube may have black dots that affect the quality of the image. These are aesthetic defects in the image intensifier or dirt
or debris between the lenses. They do not affect the performance or reliability of a night vision device however OVNI Night Vision guarantees a "clean
tube", i.e. a tube without visible defects.

Resolution center The ability of an intensifier tube to distinguish between objects that are close to each other. The resolution is measured in line
pairs per millimeter. Often the resolution of the same night vision device is very different when measured at the center of the image and at the
periphery of the image. In astronomy, the resolution of the entire image is important. OVNI Night Vision guarantees resolution at very high values.
 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is a ratio between the signal amplitude and the noise amplitude. If the scintillation phenomenon is as bright and as
large as the intensified image, you cannot see the image. The signal-to-noise ratio changes with the light level because the noise remains constant
but the signal increases (higher light levels). The higher the SNR, the darker the objects can be seen. 
 
Figure of Merit (FOM) FOM is the primary measure of performance. Calculated on resolution center (line pairs per millimeter) x signal-to-noise.

Next...



OVNI-M and OVNI-B must be used in dark conditions. DO NOT use the product in daylight. 
Do not point the OVNI-M towards a strong light (street lamp, sun...) and avoid the Moon as well as
planets of strong magnitudes (Venus...) which can damage the intensifier tube.

OVNI Night Vision guarantees each new product for two (2) years from the date of delivery. 
This warranty does not cover products that have been subject to misuse, negligence, accident or improper
use.
This warranty does not cover products that have been modified or repaired by anyone other than OVNI
Night Vision's repair personnel.

                     If you have any questions, please send an email to  joko@ovni-nightvision.com 

12. Warranty

® OVNI Night Vision


